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What’s NEW?
ELECTIONS
It is that time of the year again when we elect the new Board of Directors for the year 2016-2017.
Attached you will find the ballot, please cast your vote and email it back to Contact@abqapics.org

EDUCATION
We are currently running a Materials Planning of Resources (MPR) class as part of the CPIM
certification series. The class started on 5/25.
The next class will be Detailed Scheduling and Planning (DSP). Date TBD.

Detailed Scheduling and Planning
Acquire a working knowledge of the tools and techniques for planning of inventory, including planning
techniques such as MRP, CRP, lean, TOC, and projects. Understand the effect of using each technique; know
standard measurements for inventory, materials, capacity and supplier performance; and recognize when to
escalate issues. Topics include:






Managing inventory, planning material requirements, planning capacity requirements, and
procurement and supplier planning
Recognizing the importance of supply chain management and deploying supply chain strategies
related to scheduling, planning, and sourcing
Translating product-level plans and schedules generated at the master planning level into
requirements that can be procured or produced
Bridging the master planning area with the execution and control function
Planning, scheduling, resource allocation, and implementing projects that are used to manage the
supply of products and services

To participate in any of these classes please email Contact@abqapics.org or call 505-3318205.
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Events

APICS 2016
THE FLAGSHIP CONFERENCE FROM THE PREMIER SUPPLY CHAIN
ORGANIZATION
If you attend just one supply chain conference this year, make it APICS 2016.

APICS 2016 is THE conference for professionals from all sides of the value chain, where you’ll gain relevant
knowledge, foster relationships, explore trends, debate challenges and heighten efficiency. You and 2,000
professionals from more than 50 countries will experience a world-class education program that will take your
career and your organization’s supply chain to new heights. Don’t miss it!
Each year, the APICS global conference imparts industry-leading knowledge that enables you to:


Elevate supply chain innovation and resilience with valuable insights gained from industry leaders.



Accelerate your career by networking with professionals who are shaping the future of supply chain, logistics
and operations management.



Learn best practices to create more sustainable, strategic and value-driven supply chains.
Elevate your supply chain and accelerate your career at APICS 2016.
September 25–27, 2016
Washington DC
Washington Marriott Wardman Park

For more information and registration details go to:
http://www.apics.org/annual-conference/about/apics-2016
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